24-HOUR TRIAL

ABOUT
TIME
G O I N G T H E D I S T A N C E
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He might be a pro road racer
but Cam loves getting dirty and
pushing his limits. Time to tackle
Australia’s ultimate test
of endurance and reliability
WORDS CAM DONALD
PHOTOS TROY BARKER
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O

ne bike, one
rider, riding
competitively
for 24 hours, in
the oldest motorcycle race
in Australia? I had to have a
piece of that.
I first learned of the
24-Hour Trial years ago
from a magazine feature.
Looking at the images of
enduro bikes with oversized
headlights and handlebar
muffs, with riders who
looked to have been
through a war, I knew it was
something I had to try.
I’ve been lucky enough to
race many of the world’s
iconic motorcycle races
– Isle of Man TT, Suzuka
8 Hour and Le Mans
24 Hour to mention a few
– which were all boxes I
wanted to tick in my racing
career, but racing bikes on
bitumen is how I paid the
bills. Riding off-road, on
the other hand, is where I
always have the most fun.
I’m no longer committed
to racing overseas and
I’ve more time at home in
Australia, so I added this
year’s famous reliability
trial in South Australia
to my calendar. But, after
returning from two weeks of
TV commentary at the Isle
of Man TT, Kaz reminded
me that entries closed in
a few days. That meant I
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had a month to the day to
prepare, and didn’t even
have a bike to race. Full
road registration is required,
and my Yamaha YZ250X
only has recreational
registration in Victoria.

ANY MORE THAN TWO
STROKES IS A W*NK
I’m a two-stroke tragic.
Trails in my area are
mostly snotty, single,
tight and technical, and a
featherweight two-stroke is
the perfect pick for tackling
such terrain. But would it
be a savvy choice for the
24-Hour? Most competitors
in the event have used fourstrokes, but I really had no
idea what I was getting into.

Preparation was as big as the event itself
I figured that going against
the grain and riding a twostroke would only make the
event more interesting.
I floated the idea past
Gas Gas Australia brand
manager Lee Pearsall
who thought it would
be the perfect event to
demonstrate the Spanish
brand’s new EC250,
believing its 249cc weapon
would take the 24-Hour
in its stride. I wasn’t as
confident in myself as Lee

THE EVENT

First run in 1924, the 24-Hour Trial
has always been an endurance test
for man and machine. In its early
years, it started in Adelaide, with
the course then taking riders into
the nearby hills. These days, the
starting point alternates between
Kapunda and Eudunda, near the
Barossa region, which allows riders
to start closer to the closed-course
timed sections on private property.
Adding another element of
difficulty, the event is run in the
middle of winter, when heavy rain
and sub-zero conditions are common.
One can only imagine how
tough this event must’ve been in

the early days of riding old British
bikes. Battling to keep these
machines running would have been
the greatest challenge in a time
long before the luxury of reliable

electronics, Gore-Tex or riding
gear. Not surprising, then, that the
old bikes would usually break long
before the riders, and the attrition
rate was often 70 per cent or worse.

You might think it would now be a
walk in the park.
We have bikes ready to take abuse
straight from the showroom floor,
and we have riding gear that actually
keeps us warm and dry but, still, only
about 50 per cent will actually see
the finish line.
A lap of the course is about
200km and takes around five hours
to complete, with a short break at
main control between each lap. This
year, each lap contained 25 control
points breaking up the timed (private
property) and transit (some private,
some public roads) sections. The
shortest stage was just 1km and the
longest 24km.
trademotorcycles.com.au
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Unlike me,
the Gas Gas
was loving the
colder night air

was in the bike, but the
EC250 looked trick so the
decision was made.
The preparation was as big
as the event itself. A long
list of rules and regulations
is extremely daunting for
the first-timer. Apart from
road reg, you must have
ADR-approved tyres, a
working high/low-beam
headlight and one auxiliary
light, mirrors, horn, brake,
tail and numberplate lights,
all of which are checked
at surprise stops each lap
and can result in penalties
if they’re not operating
34

correctly. This is a key
part of a ‘reliability trial’.
Food is allowed at each of
the three refuelling points,
along with one pair of
goggles and a fresh air filter
element. Any other spares,
tools or riding gear must
be carried with you. Boxes
are named, numbered and
checked, and any outside
assistance or collecting
parts or tools results in
instant disqualification.
After a busy month of
preparation and organising,
race week was suddenly
upon me. We took a family

road trip to Kapunda, 80km
north-east of Adelaide, and
checked into the caravan
park, conveniently located
next to the trotting track
where race control is based.

ON YOUR MARKS…
On Saturday morning I rode
the Gas Gas over to tech
inspection, and received my
race number and starting
minute. With my bike now
impounded until race start,
it was off to the riders’
briefing where the vibe was
relaxed and friendly. I had
a feeling everybody was

THE
NUTRITION

already pacing themselves
for the long haul ahead.
Sidecars were first
away at 11.01am, with a
one-minute gap between
competitors. I was the
third bike out at 11.41am,
race number #41. Rolling
out of the start area to the
cheering of a large crowd of
riders’ families and friends
was a very special feeling. I
was on my way.
The first ‘special test’ was
a single-rut track through
scrubland. Dry weather had
left the earth tinder-dry
and it was already hard to

negotiate through the deep
dust. It then led out to open
paddocks where speeds of
more than 100km/h were
possible, but soon it was
back to more singletrack
stuff through dry creek
beds and rocks. The terrain
was varied to say the least.
The stage was only 2km,
but I was already sweating
and feeling the effects of
arm pump.
My timing card was
marked and it was back
to transit down dirt lanes,
taking deep breaths and
relaxing my arms. I glanced

at the Gas Gas’ digital dash.
It was only 11.55am…
tomorrow started to feel
like a world away. From
then on I decided to treat
the timed sections as a
fast trailride – no heroics
needed if I was to finish.
Once you check into
a control you’re not
permitted to work on your
bike, so I started a pattern
of giving it a once-over at
the end of each section. It
wasn’t long before I noticed
the rear guard extender
had brushed the rear tyre
and come loose. Losing

a number plate results in
exclusion from the race, so
I had to sort it out ASAP.
My mind flashed back to
the previous section where
a crowd had gathered
around a jump on the exit
of a creek bed. I couldn’t
help myself from showing
off, so I launched the
EC250 and flat-landed
heavily. This must’ve been
the moment it touched.
I retightened the screws
and reminded myself how
easily a silly mistake could
cost me a result.
With everything being

It’s one thing to keep your bike
running for 24 hours, but that’s
not much help if your body calls it
quits before the chequered flag. A
bag of lollies will keep you going
for a few hours while trailriding,
but this event requires longlasting energy.
There isn’t much information
on what to eat and drink during
long-distance dirt-bike races, but
there’s plenty for cycling.
The rules allow you to store
food at the three allocated fuel
stops per lap. I needed snacks
to keep my energy levels up that
needed to be easy to eat in a
hurry so I bought energy bars
full of protein and carbohydrates
from my local cycling shop. I
also grabbed energy gels to
use as pick-me ups, along with
electrolyte tablets, which can
be simply dropped into your
hydration pack upon refill.
Leading up to the event,
I tested everything to make
sure they worked, tasted okay
and agreed with me. Most
importantly, I also packed some
real food: bananas, apples, nuts
and dry fruit. Each stop, hungry
or not, I forced myself to eat
something before the onset of
energy deficit. Likewise, fluids to
maintain hydration, even when it
was cold. The plan worked well.
My energy levels were maintained
during the race, which was vital
to avoid mistakes.
trademotorcycles.com.au
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new, the first 200km
passed quickly and just
after 5pm I rolled into
main control to complete
the first lap. The Gas Gas
hadn’t missed a beat and
my body was feeling fresh
as I headed into the dinner
break. Running on time
gave me 40 minutes to
enjoy some roast beef or
lasagna and a coffee.

INTO THE NIGHT
Another application of
nappy rash cream to keep
the chaffing at bay and it
was back out to start lap
two as the sun set and the
winter sky turned black.
I was feeling more
confident after completing
a lap of the course, but
more than 100 solos and 30
sidecars had followed me
around, so the track was
very different – more ruts,
more dust, more rocks.
As awesome as my
headlight set-up was, riding
at speed in the dark was
tricky. Shadows looked
like rocks and rocks looked

THE
SIDECARS
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South Australia has always been a
hub of motorcycle sidecar racing, and
the 24-Hour Trial is high on the threewheeled calendar. This year there
were 29 sidecar entries. Given the
amount of mechanical and cosmetic
engineering involved in an off-road
outfit, you can appreciate how
impressive that number is.
There are some specific sidecar
routes for the special tests to avoid the
ultra-narrow single-rut tracks, but don’t
think three wheels is an easier option.
After seeing how physically hard rider
and swinger had to work to negotiate
the course, they can have it. I once
entertained the idea of attempting this
class, but now have a whole new level of
respect for these nutters.

like shadows, so it was a
struggle to focus on what
was approaching. My aim
was to keep the machinery
between the scenery and,
although it felt faster, I
knew my pace was slower.
With daylight now a
distant memory, the air
temperature plummeted
and I took the handlebar
muffs from my hydration
pack and fitted them to ease
my numb digits. I’ve never
liked the cold. It was never
an issue during the timed
tests, when you push your
bike and body to a sweat,
but the in-between transit
sections found the cold
air creeping in wherever it
could. Unlike me, however,
the Gas Gas was loving the
denser night air.
At each fuel stop I fitted
the extra layers I’d packed
– thermal top, balaclava,
winter gloves and anti-fog
clear goggle lenses – and
nearly all the checkpoints
had a welcome campfire
burning. Each checkpoint
also had its own mood,

from merely jovial to
something resembling a
party, and all were friendly
and encouraging.
Countless camps lined the
course. Their fires could
be seen from a distance,
and cheers and yahoos
heard when passing.
One in particular was a
sizeable bonfire bash and I
could see a large group of
campers enjoying beers by
the firelight. I flicked the
Gas Gas into the inside rut
and opened the tap hard
to throw a roost and put
on a show. In my head it
had been awesome but,
in reality, the rut was
only dust and I lost the
front and went down in
a heap. Picking the bike
up to cheers and whistles,
I reminded myself for a
second time not to show off.

BRING IT HOME
Completing lap two just
before midnight, there was
time for a quick coffee and
snack. Another application
of nappy rash cream and

THE RALLY
CLASS

This is a non-competitive class where
entrants only complete the first and
fourth laps. Riders are allocated a
start minute in the same way as in
the competitive classes.
Rally entries are the last to ride
out of main control on Saturday and
complete their first lap at about
7pm. The bikes are then impounded
until Sunday morning, when the Rally
riders return to start their second
lap at around 7am, as the competitive
classes begin their fourth.
The Rally class is a great way to
ride the course at a more casual pace
and without the commitment of riding
through the night. They also have the
option of taking the sidecar route
to skip some of the more technical
sections. It’s an ideal way of finding
out if the 24-Hour Trial is for you.

Shadows looked like rocks and rocks
looked like shadows … it was a struggle
to focus on what was approaching

trademotorcycles.com.au
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It’s not just a test of man and
machine, it’s as much a test of
mental strength and character
out I rolled for lap three.
With more than 400km in
the bank, I was past the
halfway point.
As evening turned into the
early hours of the morning
and the temperature
dropped to a frosty chill,
most checkpoint parties
were now subdued. All but
the hardiest were fast asleep
in their swags. At fuel
stops, fellow competitors
who had earlier been full
of banter were now silent.
Glances were exchanged
with blank stares. I was
tired, my hands were numb,
my arse was aching, and
there were hundreds of
kilometres still left to race.
Riding through an open
paddock during a short
transit, I had an amazing
view of the night sky, not
another man-made light or
soul could be seen, and it
was surreal. I could’ve been
the only person left on earth.
The next timed special
was tough, and I was back
to the grind. Exiting a
turn, I was greeted by two
cheering blokes mooning
me from the edge of the
track. Clearly, I wasn’t the
only person left on earth,
and it wasn’t only the riders
38

braving the cold. I’d now
seen three moons for the
evening. Weird.
Main control appeared
for a third time. It was still
dark and I needed breakfast.
For my final brief break,
I scoffed some bacon and
eggs, more coffee, and
slapped on more butt
cream. I began the final lap,
and it was still dark.
Soon the sky on the
horizon changed from black
to orange – the light at the
end of the tunnel – and
as the sun rose so did the
spirit. Riders and people
working the checkpoints
had endured the night and
knew this was the home
stretch. As I completed the
final few special tests, I had
a surge of energy and put in
what I knew would be my
best test times. I had now
spent so long on the Gas
Gas it felt like part of me –
we were in sync.
Nearing the end of the
final lap, my mind was
busy with thoughts. Had
I held back too much
in the early part of the
race? Had I incurred any
penalties? Would my wife
and daughter be waiting for
me at the finish line? What

1

was for lunch…? I crossed
the line to cheers from
what appeared to be the
same crowd from the start.
That was 24 hours earlier,
almost to the minute, but
we all seemed to have aged
since then.
Welcomed by big smiles
and hugs from my girls
was beautiful, and so was
knowing that I could have
a rest. I was proud to finish
my first 24-Hour Trial
and thanked the Gas Gas
for looking after me. Our
result? First in the twostroke class (comprising
14 competitors) and 23rd
overall out 144 solos.

Now I understand the
event. In the beginning, I
saw the rules and regs as
something annoying to
worry about, but now I see
them as one of the unique
challenges of the event.
The 24-Hour is not just a
test of man and machine,
it’s as much a test of mental
strength and character.
It unites riders, officials,
volunteers, spectators,
property owners and local
businesses like no other
motorcycle event I’ve
competed in.
It was tough, it was
emotional, it was fun.
See ya next year!

•

THE GEAR

While testing for the event, I quickly
learnt that motocross nylons
would not be warm enough and an
adventure suit would be too hot and
bulky. I discovered the Fox Legion
range of pants, jersey, jacket and
gloves are specifically designed
for the trail. It was light, kept me
dry and the vent zips helped to
regulate my body temperature in
all conditions. Overnight, I had all
the zips closed and wore a thermal
top, balaclava and handlebar muffs
to be comfortable when the air
temperature neared zero.
The Fox Instinct boots and V3
helmet offer top protection yet
are light, which is particularly
appreciated on such rides. Oakley
Airbrake goggles were comfy and
made swapping lenses easy, perfect
for switching from day tint lenses to
anti-fog clears for the night.
As for kneebraces, I was
impressed with the POD K4s, having
experienced other ’braces that
have rubbed and left me sore. After
hooking my legs on hidden tree roots
in deep dust several times during the
event, I’m glad I wore them.
1. Our man for all hours, and all seasons,
Cam was resplendant in the Fox Legion
jacket, pants, jersey and gloves.
Underneath all that was
Fox Titan Race Armour.
2. Hydration pack was used to hold all his
night riding gear as picking up stuff at
the fuel stops is not allowed.
3. Fox V3 Preest helmet features a clever
magnetic visor release system.
4. Fox Instinct boots are the MX/off-road
brand’s flagship footwear.

2

3

4
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1
1. The red riding-number plate on Cam’s
headlight mounting bracket is supplied.
It’s required for lap scoring and must be
mounted on the front left of all the bikes.
Tank is the 10-litre standard unit as it’s
no more than 80km between refuels.
2. There’s a GoPro on the right-hand
headlight bracket next to a Road Vision
spottie, which draws less than 4 amps.

2

3. Kickstarter got little use, with the
starter motor performing flawlessly.

THE
BIKE

The 300cc two-stroke
segment is a favourite
among Aussie riders,
with KTM and Husqvarna
dominating the sales race.
Gas Gas has upped the
ante, however, with its
2018 EC300 taking top
honours in a recent ADB
300cc two-stroke shootout
against rivals, KTM,
Husky, Beta and Sherco.
So why the oftenoverlooked EC250
($11,790)? They might
40

produce a little less
torque, but I like the
nature of their power
delivery. Quicker-revving,
with less engine vibration,
I also feel their lower
flywheel inertia makes
them quicker to steer in
tight turns.
After picking up the
EC250, it was straight out
for a ride to see what I
had to work with. Being a
regular test rider on road
bikes means you quickly
find things that aren’t
right with a new model
but, after an hour, I was
struggling to find any
chinks in the GG’s armour.
Power was strong, with
as much low-down grunt

as you could ask from a
250cc. The carburation
was spot on: crisp and
responsive from every ask
of the throttle.
A standout is the KYB
suspension, with the
standard spring rate
just right for my 74kg.
I initially thought the
bike needed a little more
support so I closed the
compression a few clicks

front and rear but quickly
reverted to the standard
settings. The only chassis
change I made was to
lower the fork legs by
3mm in the triple-clamps.
The EC has sharp steering,
but a little more highspeed stability would be
good for riding through
the night, and I wanted
the bike to be as easy to
hang onto as possible.

The only chassis change I made
was to lower the fork legs
by 3mm for high-speed stability

3

Lights were always
going to be the biggest
issue with running a twostroke. Four-strokes with
EFI run more powerful DC
systems that can power
the lights required to
race through the night.
This will change as twostrokes go to EFI, but, in
the meantime, most run a
low-output stator.
Mitch at Platinum
Motorcycle Lighting in
South Australia made me
a custom set of headlight
brackets to fit the EC.
I’m hopeless with wiring
so my best mate Donny
helped me wire up some
lights to test, but I needed
more current to run them,

so I took the bike to Burt
Neville at Small Coil
Rewinds in Geelong. A
simple stator rewind and
larger rectifier gave me an
output of six amps.
I’d originally fitted the
most powerful light I
could find: a Nightforce
150mm Venom spot that
produced 7850 lumens.
It was so bright I could
ride with tinted goggles at
night, but it also drew 5.7
amps, so I swapped it for
a Road Vision 175mm spot
offering 4320 lumens and
drawing less than 4 amps.
I ran that in conjunction
with my rectangular
Narva H4 headlight with a
25-watt LED globe.
trademotorcycles.com.au
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Look how bloody clean Cam is!
You’d be forgiven for thinking
this is the ‘before’ shot, too.
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RESULTS
The standard HJTZ5S
lithium-ion battery was
light and compact but, to
be safe, I replaced it with a
MotoBatt MBTZ7S because
I know that absorbent
glass mat batteries are
more resistant to extreme
charging cycles. After a
few lengthy night rides
around home, I was happy
that the EC would keep
charge and see me through
the night. The lighting rig
added several kilograms to
the front of the bike, but I
didn’t really notice it.
A set of Barkbusters
meant I wouldn’t have
to bother with carrying
spare levers, and with
rules requiring ADRapproved tyres, I left the
standard 90/90 Michelin
MS front but switched
the rear to a Metzeler
MC360 110/100. Fitting
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a tool pouch to the rear
guard resulted in some
stick from my mates, but
it ruled out the need for
a bumbag. My tools were
better off on the bike than
swinging from my waist.
With a broad spread
between the low first
and high sixth gear, the
standard 13-48 gearing
was ideal.
An inspection of the
sparkplug confirmed the
jetting looked safe, but I
was happy to jet it up a
little to stop it running
lean in the dense night
air. I raised the needle a
clip position and swapped
the 175 main for a 178. I
wasn’t worried about the
EC using more fuel with
a slightly richer jetting
because a hard trailride to
check fuel usage showed it
would breeze through the

80km between stops.
My final bit of prep was
to go over the bike from
front to back, check all
was tight, and Loctite the
sprocket and disc bolts,
etc. I also triple-checked
the wiring, taping and
applying silicone on any
points it could contact.
I couldn’t fault the EC250
during the reliability trial.
It never missed a beat.
From the KYB suspension
and electric start to the
backlight dash that kept
me informed of my time
and distance, its standard
features made the job
easier. Best of all, even
after 24 hours and more
than 800km, it was still
easy to ride – light weight
and smooth power is a
winning combination.
Forget the whales, save the
two-strokes!

•

OPEN SOLO
Riley Graham
Todd Barry
Sean Throup
Rowan Pumpa
Brett Haydon

OPEN SIDECAR
Mark Launer/Tyson Rohrlach
Hector Evans/Shaun Buckley
Shaun Blenkiron/
Nathan Saegenschnitter
Dan Plowman/Shane Judd
Darren Winter/Lachlan Greenhalgh
RALLY
Aiden Thompson
Ryan Heidenreich
Andy Sharrad
Mark Taylor
Rhys Jenke

THANK YOU

A big shout out to Gas Gas Australia,
Platinum Motorcycle Lighting,
In-Tune Motorcycle Services,
Scotty’s Dirt Bike Spares, Fox,
POD and Oakley for their greatly
appreciated support.

